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1. INTRODUCTION

E.D.F. ambition today is to be among the best electricity producers in the world. To do
so, we have to take more responsibilities, to motivate and to give our employees a better level
of competence, and to make them more involved in the culture and the success of our
company.

In order to reach these objectives a deeper analysis of the NPP training needs must be
completed.

Our answer, named « Local Competencies Development System » (LCDS) consists in
implementing a large decentralisation of the competencies management, done by the EDF
Production Department in conjunction with the EDF Training Department.
It takes place in a logical approach bound up with the historical development of our nuclear
program.

In addition to this LCDS a new organisation of training centers instructors, in dedicated
training teams, has been implemented in order to co-ordinate the different actions directly with
the NPP.

The purpose of this presentation will take into account the LCDS on the operation
personnel training side, a similar organization has been implemented for the maintenance side.

2. A BIT OF HISTORY

During the beginning of the nuclear programme in France the main objective of EDF
was to give to the NPP personnel the initial training to start-up the different units. This was
done in the two main training centers of Bugey (South of France) and Paluel (North of
France). Consequently the objectives of the this training were fulfilled using the training
programmes defined jointly by the production and training departments of EDF at a corporate
level and approved by the regulatory body. As the turnover of the NPP personnel was high,
these training programmes were highly implemented and upgraded during the long phase of
the nuclear programme.

With the stabilization of the nuclear training programme the initial training programmes
were less and less implemented and the training of NPP personnel was more and more
oriented to refreshing training. Though training requirements were given by EDF at a
corporate level, each plant had its own particularities and the national training programmes
were not adapted to the local training needs. This system could no longer exist.
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It was decided jointly by the production and the training department in EDF at a
corporate level to create a system that could fulfil the training needs of each plant. The Local
Competencies Development System was put in place as well as a new working method for the
trainers. For this, and in addition to the two main training centers, several training centers
were created to reach the objectives of the LCDS these are Gravelines, Chinon, Fessenheim,
Chooz, Cattenom (see map) including instructors and simulators.

3. LOCAL COMPETENCIES DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

• A training action is efficient when the problems it has to solve are well studied and
expressed and its implementation well followed up and checked. That is not done only
under the 'pedagogy' area, it is more a sociological approach , including organization and
management studying, and problems solving.

It means that our trainers, at that time mainly 'Instructors', have to move promptly to
the status and abilities of local and recognized 'Consultant' in the competencies field,
becoming able to help the production managers to study and solve the effectiveness of their
team organization, including their management influence and all the socio-professionals
aspects in which the problem of competencies usually takes place.
As a result, the recruitment, selection, training and career management of these new trainers
have to be adapted to this upper level of professionalism.

• Quality also supposes to have a more formal approach of the process of the training, from
the training needs identification to the evaluation of the training effects. Thanks to the
S.A.T ( Systematic approach to Training), adapted witihin the E.D.F / S.F.P. inside the
Quality Manual, this process is going on more and more. One limit for that is certainly that
formalism should not kill reactivity and creativity...

• Quality supposes, to come to an end, that the different responsible persons involved along
the training process should know and fully assumes their own responsibilities.

(Sometime, the producer from the NPP side, in add to his job, becomes spontaneously also a
developer of training, a trainer, an assessor, making the quality system control confuse, due to
those function confusions and not being himself a professional of training.
And at times also, the trainer expert from the training Department side, becoming an 'oracle',
is going to lead the NPP manager in a solution that he supposes is the best for himself, but
that could be non- relevant and time/cost consuming , compared to the real problem
requirement.)

As a result, a clear share of the responsibilities in three phases was decided.

1- The management of the Human Resources belonging to the nuclear plant, their
production managers are fully responsible for all the competencies aspects. They should
analyse, define and design accurately by themselves their needs and wishes. (During this phase,
a local trainer expert could be on request used to help them in the analysis).

2- Starting from those written formal needs descriptions, the development and
implementation, including the objectives evaluation are under the full responsibility of the local
training branch.

3- The evaluation of the performance of the training under the real conditions, which
means the new expected competencies, belong to the production managers.
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As not all NPPs have a training center, the LCDS in the training centers deals with the
corresponding LCDS in several NPPs. This is shown in the transparency « Thermal Operation
Entity Organization ». Two exceptions are Gravelines which has his own simulator for 6 units
and Fessenheim, the first EDF NPP, which has a specific design and thus its own simulator.

The annex I shows the process that has been implemented in the Fessenheim NPP to
develop the LCDS.

4. DEDICATED TRAINING TEAMS FOR OPERATION

As most of the training centers deal with several NPPs the working organization of the
instructors needed to be changed to answer to the specific needs of each NPP. This
organization is based on the geographical location of the NPPs and the training centers. In
each training center the instructors are grouped in teams dedicated to a specific NPP. For
example:

Paluel Training Center is dedicated to the following NPPs:

• Paluel (4 units)
• Penly (2 units)
• Flamanville (2 units)
• Belleville 2 units)

and is organized as followed:

• One classroom training team in charge of the classroom training for initial and
continuing training for the NPPs located in north part of France and the specific
training for the Paluel dedicated NPPs.

• For simulator teams in charge of the simulator training (initial and continuing)

• Paluel team: 9 instructors
• Penly team: 5 instructors
• Flamanville team: 4 instructors
• Belleville team: 4 instructors

Each team includes instructors and a co-ordinator.

• The instructors are in charge of assisting the NPPs in the identification of the training
needs, developing and implementing the training.

• The co-ordinator has also an instructor role (50 % of his working time) and is the link
between the NPP and the team. His main responsibilities are:

• Relation with the NPP
• The production of training for the dedicated NPP
• Human resources
• Pedagogy
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Relation with the NPP

• He is the interface with the NPP operation department
• Study the demands and organize the development and implementation within

the team
• Inform the LCDS responsible persons (from the NPP and the Training

center) manager of these demands.
• Plans periodical meetings with the NPP operation department.

The production of training for the dedicated NPP

• Analyses aE the problems concerning the production of training and takes
the relevant decisions.

• Is in charge with the other co-ordinators of the simulator schedule for the
year

• Distributes the simulator work load among the instructors of his team
• Gathers and communicates all the modifications concerning the production

of training (new simulator tracks, external training...).

Human resources

• Propose to the training center LCDS responsible promotion and bonuses for
the instructors of his team.

• Is involved in the design of the LCDS business plan and help the LCDS
responsible to keep the objectives.

• Is in charge of the human resources changes inside the team.
• Provides, with other co-ordinators, feedback on the LCDS organisation and

functioning and propose improvements.

Pedagogy

• Is in charge of the individual training plan for the instructors of the team
• Deals with failures during a trainee evaluation.
• Is responsible of upgrading the training materials according to the NPP

experience feedback and share this feedback with the other teams.
• Take part in the synthesis at the end of the training courses.

5. CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the decentralization, amplified by a cost decreasing will and quality
improvement, the quantity of national training actions are decreasing to be replaced by local
developments. It is too early to have reliable measures on the competencies effects, but it
seems possible to estimate that we are on the right way .
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Nevertheless, having locally a strong and professional structure of training specialists
shows, beyond the competence approach, the necessity for the NPP to develop at the same
time a more structured human resources policy.
The improvement of competencies touches its natural limits if the local human resources
political and strategical management level is not performing enough. That is why the local
NPP has decided to develop a strong L.C.D.S. project, as a part of the local strategical
management program, in order to anticipate better all the factors which are interacting with
the competence problems ( Recruitment, professionalism appreciation, career development,
evolution of the organization and their effect on the present and future jobs and so on...).

LCDS has only been implemented a few years ago but the main results we have is that
the amount of specific training given to an NPP is increasing and the people of the operation
departments are more and more involved in the definition of the training needs: shift managers
involved in the content of the simulator sessions, training responsible personnel within the
operation department communicate more often with the co-ordinators (phone, meetings, E--
mail).

These facts allow us to think that we are on the way of better understanding of « which
training is necessary » and thus to give a more effective training to the NPPs.
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ANNEXI

The FESSENHEIM NPP 'Local Competencies Development System'

1995

• Decision to implement its own ' L.C.D.S'

Clarification of the training responsibilities

* The operational departments of the plant are responsible for the competencies
and training of their personnel

* Decision of the creation of a local common Training Structure, working in a
partnership contract, as follow:

• NPP Side: Vocation to help the operational departments in their
needs analysis and solution design,

• Training Department side: Belonging to the National Vocational
Training Department.; it is hi charge of the global help to implement
the L.C.D.S hi a SAT approach and of the implementation of all the
process training courses with a devoted team and training centre,
rncluding a new generation full-scope simulator.

1996

• Setting up of the local Training Centre, including the new full-scope simulator
• Building of the common training structure, training of the future trainers, who are

becoming at the same time classroom and simulators instructors, plus tasks and
competencies analysts. It is new rn France!

1997/1998

All the initial and continuous training of the production staff are ensured by the
Fessenheim T.C. For example, we could list:

* The 'national and catalogue train ing actions' are more and more adapted to
the local needs,
* The time spent on the simulator is adjusted to the local constrains (less at
each time but more often..),
* The initial training for the Operators is re-oriented according to their local
wishes and the plant design particularities,
* The qualified Operators assessment method is re-designed jointly by
Operators and Instructors in a common working group and spirit,
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* The production department is studying and designing all its competencies
needs thanks to a working group composed of one member of each, job
position, and leaded by a shift supervisor,
* One instructor of the training team is devoted to each shift,
* La a shift, the competencies discrepancies are noticed and followed by the
shift supervisor, and also analysed by an independent instructor,
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ANNEX

Presentation transparencies
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Local Competencies Development System

EFFICIENCY OF TRAINING

EXPRESS THE PROBLEMS

CHECK AND FOLLOW THE IMPLEMENTATION

Local Competencies Development System

INSTRUCTORS

BECOME

SPECIALISTS
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Local Competencies Development System

RESPONSIBILITIES

•^MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES

•f DEVELOPMENT & IMPLEMENTATION

+EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

PRODUCTION MANAGER

TRAINING BRANCH

PRODUCTION MANAGER

Local Competencies Development System

DEDICATED TRAINING TEAMS TO NPPs

CLASSROOM TRAINING

+ONE TEAM

+17 INSTRUCTORS
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Local Competencies Development System

DEDICATED TRAINING TEAMS TO NPPs

SIM U LA TOR TRAINING

+FOUR TEAM

+22 INSTRUCTORS

Local Competencies Development System

DEDICATED TRAINING TEAMS TO NPPs

PALUEL
4 UNITS

9 INSTRUCTORS

FLAMANVILLE
2 UNITS

4 INSTRUCTORS

PENLY
2 UNITS

5 INStRUCTORS

BELLEVILLE
2 UNITS

4 INSTRUCTORS
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Local Competencies Development System

DEDICATED TRAINING TEAMS TO NPPs

ATEAM

+1 CO-ORDINATOR

+SEVERAL INSTRUCTORS

Local Competencies Development System

DEDICATED TRAINING TEAMS TO NPPs

MAIN ROLES OF THE CO-ORDINATOR

^RELATION WITH THE NPP

^PRODUCTION OF TRAINING

+HUMAN RESOURCES

+PEDAGOGY
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